
 

Guillermou

Fake meat is a gift from the devil for the glory of the Davos billionaires and the dominions of the agri-food

monopolies industry and chronic disease medicine. Terrible experience outside the vision of the Creator.

Diversity means organic agriculture and livestock, it does not just mean a ra�e in which the species

useful in the laboratory are mixed with the others, but the very fact that diversity exists acts as a

productive engine in all living systems, such as as only with the mixture of all the colors is white light

produced, without any of them being more important than the others, but in which they all contribute to a

�nal result that is not found in any of the individual elements.

We need true science, well-rounded people who project wisdom to promote the health of the planet and

the living beings that inhabit it. Our future well-being depends on placing relationships at the forefront of

our collective interests. When nature is taken care of, we also take care of ourselves. All meaning arises

from coordinated action and what we consider real and valuable depends on the well-being that we

project, with the effort of regenerative local agriculture. Relationships with others and with nature must

imply respect and an order of priorities that must be based on preserving it as it was born from the work

of the creator.

Life on Earth is not possible because of technological advances, but because there are trees, land and

seas that allow us to oxygenate this planet and make it possible for us to breathe and feed ourselves.

Love for nature, for life, for all the creatures in the world is the only thing that gives meaning to life. Unlike

gravity, biodiversity is something we have greatly altered in our brief presence on the Planet. Agriculture

and livestock farming is one of the activities that most depends on the health of the ecosystem, and is

undoubtedly one of those that has contributed the most to its deterioration.
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juststeve

So, spot on Gui! Life does not exist because of the Synthetic/Arti�cial chasing one narrow corridor.

Life does not exist separate in Cycles of Creation, attacking Creation itself. We are alive because of all

the other 'thing's" being alive and how they move in and out between themselves and Us. So well said

today Gui, far better than I would hope to express myself.

 Posted On 05/04/2024

 

Guillermou

Thank you Just for highlighting important aspects. Vandana in a report by Dr. Mercola: The poison

cartel is also a big pharmaceutical company. People think that agriculture is here, medicine is there.

No. The same criminal corporations gave us agrochemicals. They gave us bad medicine that creates

more diseases than it solves. So Big Pharma, Big Ag, Big Poison, it's all one. And Bill Gates is holding

it all together even more and trying to make them bigger because he has investments in all of them... I

think the seeds are where we have to start.

I hope that together we can soon launch a global movement to get our seeds back from international

seed banks. The strategy is that we must remind the world that these are public institutions and that

they are accountable to the farmers whose collections these seeds are. Food freedom means that our

right to grow food cannot be destroyed. Secondly, it cannot destroy our governments' obligations to us

to support regenerative agriculture rather than supporting and subsidizing degenerative agriculture.

And third, I think we should call for a global boycott of lab-grown foods... Another part of this should

be, don't let big technology get into our bodies. Keep big tech out of life sciences... These guys will

make life illegal. To live will be illegal, except as a small cog in your machine with your permission."

VIDEO: BILL GATES AND HIS EMPIRES. BOYCOTT “FAKE FOOD”. DR. VANDANA SHIVA A Special

Interview With Vandana Shiva, Ph.D. By Dr. Vandana Shiva and Dr. Joseph Mercola

www.globalresearch.ca/boycott-fake-food-role-regenerative-agriculture-..
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juststeve

Speaking of seeds Gui. Having been hearing updates on using plants as vaccines! This begs the

question, being as cases have already been won long ago suing farmers for having the audacity to

save their own seeds as they have done since the beginning of farming. Because with Big Ag's

promiscuous genes through the normal acts of nature showed up in the farmers' seeds, who did not

want the GMO fare to begin with. To claim the genes were stolen goods. Seriously, if such a lame

claim was enforced for seeds, what is to become of us when this new set of genes deliberately put

into our bodies whether we like it or not, or are even aware of them - will the Psychopaths then claim

they own us because we have their genes most would not even entertain wanting in the �rst place?

 Posted On 05/04/2024

 

shaglus

Can we stop talking about things as if the whole CO2 emissions deal is even worth mentioning? Lol. We

need to stop entertaining these madmen’s games. The carbon scam is as fake as the fake meat. Good info

on this idiocy. It’s the war of real and fake! Cheers!

 Posted On 05/04/2024

 

WillCat

I’ve always found it odd that some vegans and vegetarians want food that can be prepared in a way that

tastes like some sort of meat. First was the recipe using mushrooms and now factory created meat that

really tastes just like meat. If you have become so evolved that you won’t eat natural meat why do you

crave a substitute that tastes just like the real thing?
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davevarga

Me too, wondering the same. It is my opinion that some of these folks consider Veganism and

Vegetarianism to be an austerity and need to 'treat' themselves to non-meat food that tastes and feels

like meat. That also extends to eating vegan "cheese".

 Posted On 05/04/2024

 

Lucky7.

Good point! Fascinated by Vinnie’s documentary. Although we eat plant based, the points he makes

concerning the processed food and anti meat group are right-on in my opinion. He lets the anti meat

doctors who refused to participate in this video speak through their previous taped remarks (much to

my delight).  People should be free to choose nutrition.

 Posted On 05/05/2024

 

david_d_richard

Where’s the Beef? My O my, every word’s a lie. We eat our meat from a chimeric pie. They say ferment, yet

mean dement. We’ve no idea whence it’s come or went. Is it poison or is it food? To question the gods is

downright rude. Life from cancer? Immortal cells? I’ve no answer yet it rings strange bells. E coli germs in

a GMO broth? This Pharma food is farm foods’ loss. They say it’s green, they say it’s great. I ask simply is

it love or hate? The government surely will protect us all. Yet they’re bought and sold to drop the ball. I say

feed it to the makers of the dough. Once they’re dead, the fake meat can go.
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Almond

This is a special heartfelt message to all Mercolians. It may be one of the most important and subtle

things I ever write, so please pay attention. I cannot say more for fear of censorship. -But, I will try. We are

living in perilous times. The sands of time are shifting beneath our feet. Great evil continues to be

released among us. It comes from all directions, even where we least expect it. Be especially aware of the

unexpected. Be very careful of many whom you might have long trusted—people are being corrupted and

mislead. It is sad when you see this happen to friends or relatives, but you must be responsible for your

own life and the welfare of your own household.

The goal is to control us by regulating our minds and possessing our souls. Hopefully, most of the adults

and many of the young readers have already established their identity, faith and are con�dent and secure

in themselves. We also hold strong responsibility for the children who are yet, unformed in their true

natures. I gained one important life lesson from my dramatic recovery from cancer. Do not believe what

you are told only because it is repeated by some kind of “expert”. Retain an open mind, but, at the same

time, prove everything to yourself. All logic must be established on a �rm foundation.

Do not take anyone else’s word for anything. Educate yourself. Do your own research comparing various

sources. Study a thing as far back as the premises upon which it is founded before taking any life-altering

actions. If the foundation is not strong, the conclusions built upon it will be faulty. This is a time for critical

thinking. Avoid responding only emotionally. Acquire skills and knowledge. Become as self-reliant as you

can. Avoid the dependency trap. Stay strong, remain united in purpose and committed to all that is good.

Help each other. May you all lead lives of righteousness and be richly blessed. Love to one and all

 Posted On 05/04/2024

 

Piw6958

"it’s only a matter of time before the truth comes out about the health effects of lab-grown and cultured

meats, which are the epitome of ultraprocessed food."  True, but as we have seen in sooo many different

instances, even after the  word gets out, the products never seem to go away, and there are always some

who continue to ruin their bodies, believing they are doing the "right thing"
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kur1567

"Solient-Red" = mRNA gateway with its extra �nery and "other stuff"

 Posted On 05/06/2024

 

Cabochon

“It’s all part of the plan” - important to realise this. The “plan” aka war against humanity includes

everything that reduces our existence to economic meltdown, cultural annihilation via so called “diversity”;

health, wealth and welfare destruction and population replacement. Meanwhile we are paying through the

nose for our own demise through national and local taxation. The mystery is, if meat is so obnoxious, why

would you want to replicate it? Why not non-meat real food alternatives? Is this a tacit admission that the

evolution of humans depended on animal as well as plant foods so it is necessary to hoodwink the natives

into thinking they are eating it?

As always, every single globalist initiative is clothed in hypocrisy, weasel words and virtuous platitudes,

while the endgame remains the same whether it is fake meat factories, stopping oil, electric cars or

uncontrolled immigration. We are all the sons and daughters of legal immigrants at some point in history,

but population replacement stoked by uncontrolled immigration as a weapon of war is cultural (and

political) suicide. No wonder it deserves to be called Broken Britain, which as the rest of the world takes

off, is still grounded in Nut Zero. dailysceptic.org/2024/05/03/as-the-world-takes-off-net-zero-britain-st..
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Katy69

I agree - you must see the fake meat scam as just another spoke in the wheel that keeps on turning

towards the globalist take-over of everything including food production. Here’s an amusing but

insightful gem that was circulating the internet as long ago as 2008 about soft touch Britain now

known to some as TREASURE ISLAND: “I cross Channel, poor and broke, take bus to see employment

folk. Nice man, he treat me good in there, say I need to see Welfare. Welfare say, you come no more,

we send cash right to your door. Welfare money it keep you wealthy, NHS, it keep you healthy.

Write to friends in motherland, tell them come as fast as you can. Friends come here, we live together,

more welfare money, things get better. Fourteen families moving in, neighbour’s patience wearing thin.

British guy, he moves away. I buy his house and then I say, everything here is very good - soon we own

the neighbourhood. British crazy, they work all year to keep the Welfare in top gear. UK we think damn

good place, too good for British race. If they no like us, they can scram - plenty room in Afghanistan.”

 Posted On 05/04/2024

 

mr5453

I love broccoli and kale. But that Deer walking down the road looks mighty tasty to me. And I can put his

antlers on my ebike. How cool is that.
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juststeve

Across the globe the small biodiverse farms using 25% of land yet provide 70% of our diet. So, Humanity,

the many lifeforms we interact with directly or indirectly need more traditional farming updated with

Biodynamic/Regenerative Methods to address not only global hunger, but nearly every environmental,

health, many �nancial, social issues & more. Industrial agriculture uses 75% of farmland yet produces just

30% of food consumed globally. And most of what this produce is of inferior or worse disrupting our

health & most Lifeforms.

And - NO, it does not use land, it lives off the land by Strip Mining it of Life, & Life building compounds!!!

Exposing little intention of any goal to safeguard the environment, combat climate change, optimize food

production & human nutrition. Instead, biodynamic farming methods painted to be the enemy of the planet

& mankind. Highly recommend Vandana Shiva's Oneness Vs. the 1%, giving excellent coverage of all this.

Biodynamic/Regenerative farming not only LOWERS demand on valuable resources like water, but no

synthetic fertilizers yet also produce greater yields than GMO monocultures.

IT cleans & enhances the essentials Greatly Adding Value, Real Wealth. Furthermore, a

Biodynamic/Regenerative does more than effectively capture soil carbon, offsetting a majority of

Industrial beef/plant production." It allows the plants and animals to keep all in balance all in the autopilot

with natural hardwired instincts. High Tech Geniuses with Synthetic Intelligence guidance need not apply.

This is one more rail in the push to have all come through One Pipeline and One Only...Food, Med's,

Information, Electricity-Energy sources primed for one switch for the 1% desired On for them, Off for us.

Useless to change them, we must change our focus on what we can do Locally with decentralized

systems connecting the burbs with farmers make not only real food but the basic goods, services as we

can. Much the same can be said about phony Carbon Credits.
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Guillermou

Very well put Just, the "great reset" requires a population beholden to the government and no one

else. As the central planners pursue their agenda to get there, this is sure to be �lled with an

awakening and a lot of angst. And that's enough to provide both a recoil and a growing ability to wake

up to the horrors of what's coming if this communist agenda disguised as a plan to "save us from

climate change" We come from destroying the nature and ethical principles of people. Knowing where

we are going is more di�cult, but of course the future of the world is heading towards self-

destruction, if it is based on the power of the oligarchic elites, who impose their fascist methods

supported by the technological processes and methods of the pharmaceutical ma�a, based in

medicines and vaccines that make people sick, and developed within a corrupt governance market,

with total disregard for Mother Nature and the people who govern.

As Dr. Vandana Shiva puts it: The health of the planet and our health are not separable. As Dr. King

reminded us, “We are caught in an inescapable web of mutuality, bound in a single garment of destiny.

What affects one directly, affects all indirectly." We destroy the planet with factory farming and

agriculture, manipulating plants and animals for commercial gain and greed or we can be connected

through health and well-being for all by protecting of the diversity of ecosystems and the protection of

biodiversity, the integrity, the self-organization of all living beings, including humans.

Chronic patients are being created because of a globalized, industrialized model of agriculture and

food, manipulating animals and plants without respect. its integrity and its health. The illusion of the

Earth and its beings as raw material to be exploited for pro�t is creating a world connected through

disease.

 Posted On 05/04/2024

 

juststeve

Yes Gui, we are one, one life.
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MoMac46

Vegan isn't healthy in my opinion, as practically everything is processed to make it taste better and it

doesn't. Being Vegetarian (for 40 odd years) I wouldn't touch vegan food with a barge pole. Why would any

vegetarian want something to taste like meat - t really don't understand that. I would say if you want it to

taste like meat - then have the real thing, not the rubbish in these lab grown alternatives.

 Posted On 05/05/2024

 

tanya_marquette

A simple truth is that man has never been able to reproduce nature and every imitation becomes known to

cause the harm that we see.

 Posted On 05/04/2024

 

Really!

So, when they reach their depopulation goal....what then?

 Posted On 05/04/2024

 

Almond

As ersatz and denatured foods of all types continue to be introduced into diets, we can expect overall

mortality to increase and heath decline. Poorly-nourished people may also tend to have more cognitive

and emotional problems. Society and future generations will pay a high price for discarding traditional

diets and embracing processed foods that are not real.
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kur1567

Like Thomas Jefferson I've promoted small natural family run farms-my whole life as the true backbone

for the American family and true U.S health = local "Farmers Markets" everywhere...! Get away from

"Globalist BIG-AG" control of food supplies who intend to eliminate Family-Farms even family gardens and

neighbors bartering/trading foods crops for contractor work + natural Veterinarians-> local eggs+meat,

taters+maters, raw milk+butter, honey+maple syrup, corn-beans+squash, herbs+spices, all veggies+grass

fed beef bought or traded for whatever local needs are...! NOTICE the unelected unConstitutional top

heavy 432 Fed.Agency's with a toletarian hand by "Rules+Regs." even control "Local Gov" = SEIZING

ranch's, farm's, Amish Farms + JAILING Amish farmers increasingly for decades that's NOT seen on

Globalist "Fake News" propaganda outlets...!

It's clearly Evil and hugely unAmerican and a foot in OUR backdoor by foreign control-> buying up the best

U.S. Farmlands+Food Production Corps. by Red China, and Globalist UN thru Agenda-21+2030 = to be

controlled by WEF/ WHO/FDA/BLM via Big-$$$ funding from vaxRAT's- Soros+Bill Gates etc...! Farmers

Worldwide are now on the chopping block: *Like to eat wholesome meals choosing healthy foods-?

Well that options being purposely taken away from you...! In 1971 Henry Kissinger told a young Klaus

Schwab ~ "Who controls food- controls the world" Get this it's the year Klaus Schwab started the WEF...!

Seriously don't read any of this if choosing to remain compliant; for the Global elite require Sheople to pull

it all off and you'll eat their GMO "Solient Red" meat and other coming forced offerings after real foods are

eliminated and healthy Supplements Co. like Mercola taken over by BigMedPharma regulated by FDA,

CDC & WHO = by Dr. prescription only...!

 Posted On 05/06/2024

 

t�chapman

Thank you for posting this informative video which gave me a lot of new information of which I was

unaware. The ending was horrifying to watch and will stay with me forever. I think it’s also the shocker that

could turn some people around.  I was vegetarian for 25 years but discovered 20 years ago that it was not

meeting my nutritional needs and was contributing to my ill health. Since then, I’ve been committed to a

healthy lifestyle and diet that includes mostly locally raised meat and organic vegetables. At 71, I’m am

healthy and active with no chronic disease.
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dejure

IT'S REAL SIMPLE: Have these quacks and shills for big pro�ts adopted THEIR programs? If not and if they

cannot prove they have, they need to go away. Far away.

 Posted On 05/04/2024

 

Almond

The hot air in Washington DC is one of the major causes of methane emissions. So much public policy is

actually harmful to the environment. Certain types of pollution are not only allowed, but actually

encouraged and they lead to even more harmful effects. Such as the clean water act that cleans the water,

but allows the biosolids extracted from it to be concentrated and applied to �elds, killing the land and

running off into waterways. No govt agency takes responsibility--they just pass the buck when more

e�cient means of disposal could be implemented. Or electric vehicles. Or preventing the sale of many

wholesome foods. Etc. Many actions that harm the person and the environment are simply unnatural

behaviors.

It is most unnatural to concoct laboratory meat. Many of the foods and toiletries sold today. The way

children are raised--or not raised. I am very much in favor of schools that center their curriculum around a

gardening program in which all students participate... hopefully teaching them a lifetime skill that will

preserve their health, well and enrich their lives. I believe home gardens have the potential to improve

most of the ills society now faces. Teach people patients and perseverance. Provide healthy food. Better

ways of spending time than plopped down in front of the tv or hanging out at the mall--or rioting.

I wonder where the rioters get their food and money. Most people have full time jobs or are stay at home

spouses with work to do. One of the best de�nitions for avoiding processed and ersatz food was this. If

the food did not exist 200 years ago, avoid eating it. Of course, we don't want arsenic on our apples, but

you get the idea... Grow a salad garden, catch a �sh and pick some wild berries. This makes mealtime

much more a joy than opening cans of processed foods. Not just consuming expensive "people chow".It

will elevate your nutrition as well as your soul. Seek to return to nature, not distance yourself from it
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dejure

Awwwww. You think that just because a hundred tents look exactly the same, pallets of bricks for a

construction project mistakenly got dropped off on a street corner near the riot zone and so on look a

whole bunch like conspiracies, and that we, in the several, united states, have �fty-one constitutions

to bind our agents down [from performing evil against us] there are yet evil people among us?  Next

thing I know, someone is going to tell me the war on drugs and crime were lost. [end smart a___s font]

 Posted On 05/04/2024

 

HilltopJPJ

Almond, Re: kids’ education including or centered around gardening, I would heartily agree. Growing

up in the sixties, my Mom embraced the emerging yet almost unheard of idea of organic gardening. In

our suburban backyard (and ultimately some of the front) was mostly gardens growing food. We had a

compost pile as well (completely foreign to any of our neighbors). My Mom made her own yogurt and

was always trying to source raw milk. She wasn’t even a hippie or a back to nature person, she was

too old for that group having been born in 1930, she was just who had also grown up in the garden. In

addition to the family garden, each of us kids were give their own 4x4 plot to do with what they

wanted.

It was the beginning of a love affair with living close to the dirt. When the community gardening

movement began in the seventies, Mom was one of the �rst to sign up, she wanted yet more garden

space. That �rst year she grew potatoes among other things, what a reward it was to dig those spuds!

To this day potatoes are a major crop on our homestead. To this day all six of us kids are gardeners to

some degree some more avid than others. Teaching children about the joys of growing their own food

is probably one of the best ways to prepare them for the future on so many other levels. It has served

me well physically, mentally and spiritually.
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Almond

Hilltop and all. I regularly donate garden seed to a school garden. In addition to the garden, the school

received grant money to build a large greenhouse. The money went for construction supplies and was

built by parent and contractor volunteers. The curriculum centers around the garden. Math and

science classes incorporate it into their lessons. The art classes draw what they see in the garden,

etc. The garden brings nature into the classroom. At harvest time, each student is sent home with a

bag or box of fresh food. It is an effecxtive learning tool because students take an interest in what

they produce.

 Posted On 05/05/2024

 

hov8917

I tried the vegan diet for about 3 months many years ago. I was very strict and did not cheat. I had a job

where the work was very physically challenging and a lot of use of my arms. I ended up getting what is

called repetitive strain injury in my shoulders and upper arms. I believe to this day, that it was because of

not getting protein from meat. My muscles were not getting what they needed for doing the repetitive

physical work I was doing. I learned the hard way. The people that are pushing this farce are part of the

evil plan. Some of them look sickly, while others do not. I say the ones that look well are lying and eating

their meat is secret. If they force us into this non meat fake way of eating, we will all become weak and

frail and sickly. That is the plan. Sick weak people are easier to control and push big pharma drugs onto. I

always knew there was evil in this world, but it is not even trying to hide itself anymore.
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dejure

A fellow in Eastern Washington had one of the nicest health food stores I've ever been in. He, always,

was a gold mine of info, and would even warn me away from products that would have contributed

nicely to his cash drawer. One day I asked him for ideas on dealing with cramps. He mentioned he

knew I spent long, hard days on the farm and it may just be that what I needed was, a big juicy steak.

Interestingly, he was full on vegan. I respect him for that he did not let that taint his common sense

and knowledge of what the human body needed.

 Posted On 05/04/2024

 

tan2582

This is insane!  God made a cow, and yes it poops and fards!!!! This is what happens when humans lose

brain cells and stop thinking... "Animal protectors", do not want to torture and kill, but what about people?

Palestinians, Ukrainians... neighbors nearby... you, your body

 Posted On 05/04/2024

 

Kitera

The fake meat would seem to be a failure in Canada - not sure about other countries. It is still for sale but

taken off menus in most restaurants - it was just not widely accepted. I have never tired it so I cannot

comment on taste (why try a chemical brew when you can eat meat).
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ambdpt

I've seen the Beyond Meats packages in the grocery store marked down 50% a couple of times so I don't

think they are selling at all. Just like the EV's, another product aimed to make us feel guilty for something

that is based on pseudo science.

 Posted On 05/04/2024

 

ame3843

Mr Tortorich, thank you! Thank you! Thank you! You are truly fearless warrior! The world needs more

amazing individual like you to expose the corruptions & lies that’s being fed to the world. Wow! That was

an Outstanding documentary that I will be shared with EVERYONE I KNOW! More of these are needed &

they MUST BE SHARED WITH THE WORLD!!!! Our world are being destroyed & it starts with these

“Educators” whom are SCRIPTING EVERYTHING. They are literally brainwashing future generations & I

believed parents NEEDS to START PAYING ATTENTION & be aware of what their children are being taught

in schools.

I cannot believe how vegans are behaving, I personally have experienced these types of behaviors from

vegans with a few of my friends & few family members they were never vegan before & several years ago

they started a vegan diet & what I’ve seen from their behaviors are very troubling & SCARY! Their

behaviors were never like this before! Plus they DO NOT LOOK healthy & are ALWAYS GETTING SICK often,

several times per year & most times their sickness last for weeks, sometimes for months. I’ve shared this

article & documentary with them & they NEVER RESPOND back to me.

The factual evidences are right there & they continue to be Vegan & don’t want to discuss or make any

charge to their diet. They often eat all the processed so call “meat's & frequently complains about

tiredness, cramps, stiff joints, headaches, sleepiness, & much more. I cannot trust or EVER trust any of

these so called “healthy” meat alternatives. It’s absolutely disturbing & disgusting how these liars are

pushing this garbage into humans diet with NO PROOFS or COMPARISON or STUDIES. Dr Mercola is

another fearless warrior. Thanks for all u do for humanity.
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nat3939

There are a lot of good comments here today as what we should do and thanks to Dr. Mercola for bringing

it all to our attention, but all is not lost, for we are still in control. We know that the trillion-dollar food

industry is going to do whatever they can do to make money, even if they have to cheat, sneak, and lie, and

even at the expense of our health. But as powerful as they are, they are not going to produce something

that is not going to sell. Solution: don't buy and pass along Dr. Mercola's information like what is presented

here today.

 Posted On 05/05/2024

 

JudyCharl

For once, something bad for me will be easily avoided!

 Posted On 05/04/2024

 

Julia46

Thanks for accepting me .I have a question for Dr. Mercola or any of the brilliant supporters that

continuously write on his web .I have a child who is in her thirties who has been suffering from Psoriasis .

Docs say there is no cure .She tries not to use any creams and has some dietary restrictions .Do you have

any advice for this condition .....Thanks for your answers .

 Posted On 05/04/2024
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kdrwater

"When human beings lose their connection to nature, to heaven and earth, then they do not know how to

nurture their environment or how to rule their world. Human beings destroy their ecology at the same time

that they destroy one another. From that perspective healing our society goes hand in hand with healing

our personal elemental connection with the phenomenal world."....Chogyam Trungpa There is a direct

correlation between eating non-foods and living without the beauty and grace of the natural world that

leads to the destruction of the sanity of humanity.

 Posted On 05/04/2024
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